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Grounded cognition theories hold that the neural states involved in experiencing objects play a direct functional
role in representing and accessing object knowledge frommemory. However, extant data marshaled to support
this view are also consistentwith an opposing view that perceptuo-motor activations occur only following access
to knowledge from amodal memory systems. We provide novel discriminating evidence for the functional in-
volvement of visuo-perceptual states specifically in accessing knowledge about an object's color. We recorded
event-related brain potentials (ERPs) while manipulating the visual contrast of monochromatic words (“lime”)
in a semantic decision task: responses were made for valid colors (“green”) and locations (“kitchen”) and with-
held for invalid colors and locations. Low contrast delayed perceptual processing for both color and location. Crit-
ically, low contrast slowed access to color knowledge only. This finding reveals that the visual system plays a
functional role in accessing object knowledge and uniquely supports grounded views of cognition.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The long-standing controversy about how knowledge is retained
and accessed in the human brain remains unresolved. On the amodal
views that emerged alongside the artificial intelligence and cognitive
revolutions of the 20th century, knowledge representations (i.e., con-
cepts) are modality independent, no longer traceable to the neural
states leading to their initial perceptual and/or motor encoding
(Caramazza et al., 1990; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Levelt, 1989;
Pylyshyn, 1984; Riddoch et al., 1988). In other words, all that one may
know about a thing (e.g., its weight, odor, function, location, and
color) is represented via a neural code irrevocably de-coupled from
the perceptuo-motor encoding systems that serve actually “experienc-
ing” that thing. Consequently, even if different kinds of information
about a thingmay bemore or less difficult to access (e.g., due to compe-
tition for limited attentional and/orworkingmemory resources), know-
ing the weight, odor, or color of an object is not mediated by the
somato-motor, olfactory, or visual systems, respectively. In short, on
amodal views, a person can access their knowledge that limes are
green without engaging their visual perceptual system, and conceptual
decisions regarding perceptual object attributes should not be directly
affected by variations in those perceptual attributes.

Alternatively, on grounded views they should. Grounded views of
cognition hold that at least some of the neural resources responsible
for perceiving and acting upon an object play a functional role in
representing and accessing knowledge of that object in long-term
memory (Allport, 1985; Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Martin, 2007; Paivio,
1986; Pulvermüller, 2013; Warrington and Shallice, 1984). On ground-
ed views, perceptual (and motor) systems are not merely the conduits
of sensory (and motor) experiences to (and from) amodal semantic
memory systems, but rather play a functional role in the storage of
and access to perceptuo-motor knowledge about objects. From this it
follows that access to certain kinds of knowledge about an object will
be differentially subject to the specific properties and sensitivities of
modality-specific neural resources involved, even when access is
prompted by a word (referring to the object) and not by perception of
the object itself. In short, on grounded views, a personwould not explic-
itly access their knowledge that limes are green, for example, without
engaging their color processing system, and the nature of that semantic
access (e.g., timing, realization) would be selectively impacted by any
perceptual variable that modulates that particular perceptual system.

Amodal and grounded views comprise fundamentally different ac-
counts of the functional organization of the human brain, and give rise
to distinctly different experimental predictions. And, yet, an impasse be-
tween these theoretical positions persists because upon closer inspec-
tion data marshaled as evidence for or against each is consistent with
one view or the other but is not discriminative between them.

Both grounded and amodal views are reasonable based on available
data. Proponents of amodal views, for example, point to the activation of
modality-independent (rather than modality-specific) neural systems
during verb comprehension (Bedny and Caramazza, 2011), and to the
observation that sighted versus congenitally blind individuals exhibit
statistically indistinguishable functional and spatial profiles of fMRI ac-
tivation in putative high-level visual brain regions during size or simi-
larity judgments about the referents of spoken words (Bedny et al.,
2012; Mahon et al., 2009). Given that blind individuals do not have di-
rect visual experiences with objects, these results would seem to be
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strong evidence for an amodal view. However, the information needed
to judge the size or weight of an object, for example, can be acquired
via tactile experience and not just visual experience, and the occipito-
temporal areas of blind individuals can undergo substantial compensa-
tory reorganization such that these ventral stream “visual regions” (at
least in sighted individuals) could be recruited for somatosensation in
blind individuals.

In the case of color, lesions to ventral temporal cortex (typically fusi-
form gyrus) are associated with intact color perception despite im-
paired access to color knowledge (Miceli et al., 2001) whereas lesions
to lingual gyrus can lead to the opposite pattern of dissociation (i.e.,
achromatopsia: Bouvier and Engel, 2006). These results rule out an
identical neural mechanism for perceiving color and accessing color
knowledge. Crucially, however, they do not rule out the possibility of
at least some common mechanisms between color perception and
color knowledge and thus do not constitute discriminative evidence
for the amodal view.

Proponents of grounded views point to several behavioral, imaging,
and lesion studies to make their case. Behavioral modality-specific in-
terference effects have been taken as support for a functional link be-
tween perceptual processes and semantic memory access (Boulenger
et al., 2006; Kaschak et al., 2005; Meteyard et al., 2007, 2008; Pecher
et al., 2003; van Dantzig et al., 2008). For example, verification of
modality-specific object properties (e.g., “a bee buzzes”) is slower fol-
lowing a conceptual judgment about a property in a different modality
(e.g., “a lime is green”) (Pecher et al., 2003), and following a perceptual
judgment in a different modality (e.g., whether an LED was illuminated
in the left or right visual field) (van Dantzig et al., 2008). Perceived mo-
tion in a specific direction (e.g., dots moving upwards) slowed lexical
decision latencies on motion words (e.g., “fall”) that were incongruent
with theperceivedmotion direction (Meteyard et al., 2008). Conversely,
visual motion perception can be impacted by motion-related language
processing (Dils and Boroditsky, 2010;Meteyard et al., 2007). These be-
havioral effects are consistent with grounded views, but they also could
reflect interactions between perceptual and language-related processes
subsequent to semantic access, and therefore do not definitively dis-
criminate between amodal and grounded views of memory access and
representation (Hauk and Tschentscher, 2013; Mahon and Caramazza,
2008).

Transcranialmagnetic stimulation of the leg area of somatotopically-
organized motor cortex led to decreased lexical decision times for leg-
related words (e.g., “kick”) but not arm-related words (Pulvermuller
et al., 2005); thesefindingswere interpreted as demonstrating a specific
functional link between action and lexico-conceptual systems. A similar
study (Tomasino et al., 2008), however, replicated this finding only
when participants imagined performing the actions but not when the
verbswere silently read—findingswhichwere taken as evidence against
grounded views. Proponents of grounded views also point to functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activations of visual, olfactory, and
gustatory brain regions during perceptual tasks that require access to
knowledge about these sensory properties from written words
(Barros-Loscertales et al., 2012; Chao and Martin, 1999; Gonzalez
et al., 2006; Hsu et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2007). In these studies, ac-
tivated voxels during judgments about the colors of objects from their
names alone could be proximal to, or overlappingwith, activated voxels
during color perception (Chao and Martin, 1999; Hsu et al., 2011;
Simmons et al., 2007). Although these findings are compatible with
grounded views, it has been persuasively argued that they do not con-
clusively establish its basic premise that these activated perceptual sys-
tems play a functional role in accessing conceptual knowledge (Mahon
and Caramazza, 2008; Rugg and Thompson-Schill, 2013). The relatively
poor temporal resolution of fMRI makes it impossible to determine
whether perceptual regions activated during conceptual processing re-
flect perceptual mediation of semantic access or top-down feedback
from amodal representations subsequent to semantic access (Chan
et al., 2011; Halgren et al., 2006).
Electrophysiological results consistent with early engagement
(b250ms following stimulus onset) of sensory ormotor systems during
language comprehension (Amsel, 2011; Boulenger et al., 2006; Hoenig
et al., 2008; Moscoso del Prado et al., 2006; Pulvermüller et al., 2009)
do not settle the matter either. Although these measures have the req-
uisite temporal resolution, they do not allow strong inferences as to
the nature of the processes—perceptual and/or cognitive—interposed
between the perception of a word form and the associated early activa-
tion of perceptual or motor systems (Mahon and Caramazza, 2008).

At present, the debate between amodal and grounded views is at an
impasse. Continued research along now familiar lines will likely be con-
sistent with one view or another, but is unlikely to lead to clear resolu-
tion of the fundamental question (Chatterjee, 2010; Mahon and
Caramazza, 2008). Our approach to this impasse was to consider
where amodal and grounded views make fundamentally different pre-
dictions, and what kind of empirical results could (possibly) constitute
definitive evidence for either set of predictions. In our view, a demon-
stration that a perceptual neural processor (e.g., visual or auditory sys-
tem) plays a functional role in access to specific object knowledge
(e.g., color or sound knowledge) would be incontrovertible evidence
for grounded views. The key objective would be to demonstrate that a
specific perceptual system is not only engaged relatively early in a con-
ceptual task reliant on access to that perceptual knowledge, but is spe-
cifically recruited in the service of semantic access of that knowledge.
We will show that these desiderata are met by an electrical brain mea-
sure—event-related brain potentials (ERPs) in the context of a novel ex-
perimental design that meets this challenge.

We assessed the extent towhich a purely visualmanipulationwould
selectively impact access to knowledge about an object's typical color
from its written name. We varied the relative luminance of monochro-
matic words against a constant background (i.e., visual contrast) to
modulate activity in visual systems sensitive to luminance and color. In-
creasing visual contrast of words and images modulates neural activity
in several hierarchical visual regions (Avidan et al., 2002; Kastner et al.,
1999;Mechelli et al., 2000; Tootell et al., 1995) including ventral stream
regions (e.g., fusiform gyrus) implicated in color processing (Grill-
Spector and Malach, 2004). At issue is whether varying the visual con-
trast of written words would differentially affect the timing of access
to color knowledge (the referent's typical color) versus location knowl-
edge (the referent's typical location).

Unlike images depicting objects, understanding written words re-
quires access to knowledge from an arbitrary symbol (i.e., the word
form). The physical properties of these symbols bear no relation to the
physical properties of their referents (the monochromatic printed
word “lime” has no relation to a lime's greenness). Whereas color-
selective fMRI activity triggered by aword (e.g., an object name) is silent
as to whether the voxel was activated during or subsequent to access of
color knowledge, a demonstration that the timing of access to color
knowledge is modulated by a purely visual variable (visual contrast)
would constitute evidence uniquely for the grounded view. Alternative-
ly, whether a written word (e.g., “lime”) appears in high or low visual
contrast should have no impact on the time it takes to verify the word
referent's typical color (e.g., green, purple) or location (e.g., kitchen,
pond), or perforce, if it does, then according to amodal views, it should
not do so differentially. In sum, although (pre-conceptual) sensory pro-
cessing may be delayed for low relative to high contrast words, accord-
ing to architectures in which color and location knowledge reside in
amodalmemory systems that are (by definition) impervious to changes
in visual contrast, our purely visual manipulation should have either no
effect or nodifferential effect on the timingof access to different kinds of
knowledge.

To test these different predictions we chose an electrical brain mea-
sure that indexes various perceptual, conceptual, and motor processes
as they unfold in time — the average scalprecorded event-related
brain potential (ERP). The ERP waveform reflects instantaneous
summed post-synaptic potential activity primarily of pyramidal cells
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in neocortex time-locked to an eliciting event; moreover, different seg-
ments of the ERP waveform reflect qualitatively different neuro-
cognitive processes. Potentials within the first ~200 ms, such as the P2
component, are sensitive to physical stimulus parameters and thus
will be delayed to words viewed under low (versus higher) visual con-
trast—regardless of the task or the words' meanings. To determine
whether or not (and if so the extent towhich) the timingof semantic ac-
cess also is affected by low visual contrast, we employed a go/nogo se-
mantic decision task.

We recorded ERPs to word pairs (object property–object name) as
participants performed a go/nogo semantic decision task in which re-
sponses were contingent upon whether a color (e.g., “green” or “pur-
ple”) or location (e.g., “kitchen” or “pond”) is a valid or invalid
attribute of an object (e.g., “lime”). In comparison with ERPs elicited
when responding to a valid attribute (go trials), withholding a response
(nogo trials) elicits a more negative ERP component (nogo N200) orig-
inating in frontal cortex (Lavric et al., 2004; Sasaki et al., 1993). The
onset latency of the derived N200 effect (i.e., the time by which the
nogo ERP reliably diverges from the go ERP) is taken as an upper limit
of when sufficient information has become available from a stimulus
to determine whether or not to make a response. Specifying the exact
nature of the neural mechanisms of the go and nogo ERPs is not neces-
sary for this inference, nor is specifying which of the two waveforms is
changing relative to the other across experimental conditions. This par-
adigmhas beenused to pinpoint the timingof different processes in lan-
guage production (Schmitt et al., 2000, 2001), and to infer how quickly
the brain can distinguish between images (Thorpe et al., 1996;
VanRullen and Thorpe, 2001) or written words (Amsel et al., 2013;
Hauk et al., 2012) denoting living versus nonliving things.
Fig. 1. Potential outcomes in amodal and grounded architectures. Each panel depicts an am
cation decision. From left to right, contrast-dependent low-level visual regions propagate v
becomes view-invariant. Some time after the word form is processed, conceptual informati
execute or withhold a response in the go/nogo task. The solid lines in the right-most panel s
and the dotted line indicates the threshold for signaling the response. In this experiment th
this response threshold is reached. A) An amodal architecture wherein word form informa
vides evidence to a decision system that signals the response. B) Identical to panel A w
resulting in a constant delay in low (versus high) contrast color and location decisions. C
nearby or overlapping FG tissue involved in color perception and also access to color kn
color and to location knowledge, but access to color knowledge is additionally slowed by
knowledge. Note that although it is not depicted here, we assume that feedback may occu
With the latency of N200 effect indexing the upper bound of seman-
tic access, the amodal view predicts that the N200 effect should be the
same (Fig. 1A), or equally delayed for both types of decisions (Fig. 1B).
On the other hand, the grounded view maintains that access to knowl-
edge about a referent's color directly involves regions of visual cortex
that remain sensitive to visual contrast, whereas access to knowledge
about an object's typical location involves these regions less so or not
at all (Fig. 1C). As a consequence, if grounded views are correct then
words presented under low versus normal contrast should affect the
timing of access to color knowledge more than the timing of access to
location knowledge. Thus, to the extent that visual contrast differential-
ly impacts the timing of access to color versus location knowledge about
the referent of awrittenword, the onuswill be on opponents of ground-
ed views to explain how this would be possible in a strictly amodal
architecture.

Method

Participants

Twenty-five right-handed (Oldfield, 1971) undergraduate students
(15 males) were recruited from the University of California, San Diego.
Participants were native English speakers between 18 and 26 years of
age (M= 20.5, SD = 2.1) with no exposure to other languages before
age seven. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
reportednomajor neurological or general health problems or psychoac-
tive medication use. Each participant provided written informed con-
sent prior to the experiment and received course credit and/or $7/h
for participating.
odal (A, B) or grounded (C) architecture and the processes underlying a color verifi-
isual form information to the fusiform gyrus (FG), where visual word form processing
on becomes available to a decision-making system that can signal themotor system to
chematically depict the rate of evidence accumulation for color and location decisions
e onset latency of the N200 ERP effect provides an upper bound on the time by which
tion is propagated eventually to amodal memory systems, where semantic access pro-
ith the exception that FG remains sensitive to the visual contrast of written words,
) A grounded architecture wherein word form information in FG is directly routed to
owledge. Low contrast text causes a sensory-based equivalent slowing of access to
the direct effect of low contrast on the neural resources involved in accessing color
r at some or all levels of these architectures.
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Stimuli

One hundred and eighty objects were paired with one valid color
and location, resulting in 360 property–concept pairs. Thirteen color
names (“black”, “blue”, “brown”, “gold”, “gray”, “green”, “orange”,
“pink”, “purple”, “red”, “silver”, “white”, “yellow”) were selected from
a large set of feature production norms (McRae et al., 2005) wherein
each object name was presented and at least 7 of 30 participants pro-
duced the color name used in our study (e.g., “is red”). Words denoting
twenty-six locations (“backyard”, “bathroom”, “battlefield”, “concert”,
“desk”, “dresser”, “farm”, “forest”, “fridge”, “garage”, “garden”, “grass”,
“house”, “jungle”, “kitchen”, “ocean”, “party”, “pond”, “prairie”, “street”,
“swamp”, “tree”, “tropics”, “water”, “winery”, “zoo”) were selected in
part from the same dataset and in part by the experimenters. Each
color name and location name was paired with between 2 and 33
(M = 10.5, SD = 8.4) object names. We created an additional 360
invalid concept–property pairs (e.g., blue lime) by shuffling the
valid pairs. We distributed the invalid properties as much as possi-
ble across different objects to avoid any association between valid
and invalid pairs (e.g., concepts paired with the color name
“green” were paired with a variety of different location properties
in the invalid pairs). We attempted to minimize the difficulty of de-
termining whether a trial was valid or invalid by avoiding semanti-
cally similar pairs (e.g., if valid pairs were “yellow banana” or
“kitchen banana” the invalid pairs would not be “orange banana”
or “bedroom banana”).

The stimulus words were displayed on a CRT monitor (ViewSonic
P220f). Visual stimulus contrast was manipulated by presenting the
text in one of two shades of lighter gray against a darker gray back-
ground. Luminance, hue, and saturation (CIE xyY color space) were
measured with a Konica Minolta Chroma Meter (CS-100A) at the loca-
tion of stimulus presentation. The luminances of the slightly lighter
low contrast text (47.6 cd/m2) and the substantially lighter high con-
trast text (57.3 cd/m2) were approximately 5% and 25% higher, respec-
tively, than the luminance of the background (45.4 cd/m2). The hue
(range = .298–.299) and saturation (.314) were essentially identical
for the background and both foreground grays. Measurements made
following each testing session revealed that luminance varied
±0.3 cd/m2 (i.e., b1.5%) and there was no measureable variation in
hue or saturation. Stimulus words were presented slightly above center
in a Helvetica font where each character subtended about 0.8° of visual
angle in height and 0.6 in width.
Fig. 2. Depiction of stimuli and trial timing. High and low contrast stimuli shown here are not
parameters (i.e., luminance, hue, saturation, size, etc.).
Design

We created a 2 (response: go, nogo) × 2 (decision: color, location) ×
2 (visual contrast: high, low) factorial within-subjects design. Each par-
ticipant performed four blocks in which they responded (go trials) ei-
ther to valid pairs or invalid pairs, and made decisions about either
colors or locations. Decision type (color/location)was blocked, whereas
contrast (high/low)was randomizedwithin blocks. Each of the 180 con-
cepts appeared once in every block. Two versions of the stimuli were
created to balance the go/nogo criterion across all property–concept
pairs. Participants were asked to respond (go trials) to invalid trials in
half of the blocks to deter response strategies based on validity. Follow-
ing the seminal go/nogo ERP study in this paradigm (Thorpe et al.,
1996), behavioral and ERP data were analyzed from trials in which par-
ticipants responded (go trials) to valid pairs and withheld responses
(nogo trials) to invalid pairs.

Visual contrast was split evenly within and across blocks as well as
within concepts. For example, if “green lime”was presented in low con-
trast when the response criterion was to ‘go’ to valid trials, it would be
presented inhigh contrastwhen the criterionwas to ‘go’ to invalid trials.
This relationshipwas reversed for half of the trials to ensure that all ma-
nipulated variables were in fact independent. Within each of the two
lists, a unique permutation of block order was presented to each partic-
ipant. Within each block the order of trial presentation was selected at
random with the exception that trials requiring a given response type
(i.e., go or nogo) never appeared in succession more than four times.

Procedure

Participants were tested individually while seated in a dimly lit,
sound attenuating, electrically-shielded chamber, in front of the CRT
monitor at a viewing distance of 112 cm. At the beginning of the exper-
iment the participant was shown seven word pairs in low contrast, and
asked to name each of them aloud to ensure that the low contrast trials
were visible. Before each experimental block the experimenter ex-
plained the decision criterion, showed the participant some examples
of valid and invalid trials in high and low contrast, and ensured that
theparticipant understood the correct decision for each. Finally, the par-
ticipant completed 26 practice trials identical to the experimental trials
with the exception that the experimental and practice concepts did not
overlap. Thirteen trials were shown in low contrast and 13 in high con-
trast, and every experimental property appeared at least once.
veridical depictions of actual experimental stimuli; please see Methods for exact stimulus
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Fig. 3. Visuo-perceptual ERP components are not influenced by semantic decision type.
The P2 ERP component is an obligatory neural response to visual stimuli. Low contrast de-
lays the P2 component by about 50 ms for the first word (A) and second word (B) of the
word pairs. Importantly, the 50msdelay induced by low contrast (text) is not significantly
different for color and location decisions.
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The experimental trials in each blockwere separated by rest periods,
indicated by amessage that remained on the screen until the participant
elected to continue. Each block lasted approximately 15min and the en-
tire experiment typically lasted less than 2.5 h. Each trial beganwith the
first word (property) for 200 ms, followed by a 300 ms blank screen,
followed by the second word (concept) for 200 ms. A blank screen
then appeared for a randomly selected interval between 2200 and
2400 ms (See Fig. 2). The words appeared above a small gray fixation
square subtending about 0.5° of visual angle in height and width, that
remained on the screen throughout each trial. Participants were
instructed to rest their arms on their laps and rest their right thumb
on a response button mounted on a rubber handle. Participants were
asked to refrain from blinking and other movement between the
onset of the first word and at least 1 s following the onset of the second
word.

Apparatus and recording

Response latencies were measured from the onset of the object
name, and responses occurring after 2000 ms were not registered. The
electroencephalogram (EEG) was continuously recorded from 26
geodesically-arranged tin electrodes (Ganis et al., 1996) embedded in
an ElectroCap (impedances were kept below 5 kΩ), and referenced to
the left mastoid. Eye movements and blinks were monitored with elec-
trodes placed on the left and right lower orbital ridges, and left and right
external canthi. The EEG was digitized at a sampling rate of 250 Hz and
bandpass filtered between 0.01 and 100 Hz with James Long amplifiers
(www.JamesLong.net). Potentials were re-referenced offline to the
mean of the left and right mastoid electrodes. Averages were obtained
for 1000ms epochs including a 200ms baseline period prior to stimulus
onset. Trials of correct responses were visually inspected for each sub-
ject. Trials containing eye movements, amplifier blocking, or any other
artifacts within the critical time window were discarded using individ-
ualized rejection criteria. Overall, 17.2% of all trials were discarded due
to artifacts. The number of rejections did not reliably differ between
the decision categories or between high and low contrast trials. The per-
centage of rejected go trials (11.3%) was significantly lower than the
percentage of rejected nogo trials (23.2%), F(1, 24) = 24.9, p b .01.

Statistical analysis of ERPs

Wequantified the onset latency of theN200 effect by submitting the
amplitude of the nogo and go ERP in each decision condition to repeated
measures t-tests at every time point between 100 and 600 ms at 11
frontal and prefrontal scalp sites that encompass the nogoN200 compo-
nent (1375 comparisons per condition). Protection against a large pro-
portion of false discoveries without excessive loss of statistical power
was provided by the adaptive two-stage false discovery rate control
(FDR) procedure (Benjamini et al., 2006), thereby determining which
t-tests were significant at an FDR level of 0.05. Simulation studies have
showed that this procedure provides accurate control of the FDR rate
for ERP data (Groppe et al., 2011).

Results

Behavior

Property verification accuracy
Not surprisingly, accuracy was overall higher on high versus low vi-

sual contrast trials for both valid go trials (87.5% vs. 83.0%, respectively,
F(1, 24) = 13.3, p b .01) and invalid nogo trials (89.8% vs. 84.0%, F(1,
24) = 18.3, p b .01). Accuracy did not differ reliably for color versus lo-
cation decisions for the valid go or invalid nogo trials, nor did this factor
interact with visual contrast on either type of trial. Sensitivity (d′) was
significantly higher for high contrast (3.1) versus low contrast (2.6) tri-
als, F(1, 24)= 27.6, p b .01, but did not differ across color versus location
decisions, nor was there a significant interaction of the nature of the de-
cision with visual contrast.

Correct go response times
All correct go responses greater than 200 ms and less than

2000 ms were retained for analysis. High contrast trials (M =
843 ms, SD = 142 ms) were 55 ms faster than low contrast trials
(M = 898 ms, SD = 155 ms), F(1, 24) = 33.7, p b 0.01. There was no
significant main effect of the type of property verification decision, i.e.,
response times for correct color (M= 876 ms, SD= 154 ms) and loca-
tion (M= 865 ms, SD= 148 ms) verifications were not reliably differ-
ent, F(1, 24) = 0.7, p N .4. The interaction effect between decision type
and visual contrast did not reach significance, F(1, 24) = 3.3, p = .08;
under high contrast the color and location trials were nearly equal
(2 ms difference, t(24) = − .14, p = .90), whereas under low contrast
response latencies for color trials were 26 ms longer than for location
trials, t(24) = 1.9, p = .07.

Event-related brain potentials (ERPs)

Time domain average ERPs relative to mean amplitude 200 ms
prestimulus were computed for each participant, separately for high
and low contrast go trials (valid properties) and high and low contrast
nogo trials (invalid properties). The early sensory N1 and P2 compo-
nents are part of the obligatory neural response to visual stimuli, and
are delayed by about 50 ms in the low versus high contrast conditions
for the first words and second words for both decision types (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 depicts relevant go and nogo ERPs for color and location deci-
sions. The onsets and slopes of the initial nogominus goN200difference
ERPs for low contrast versus high contrast trials are very similar in the
location decision task (i.e., between about 200 and 500ms). By compar-
ison, in the color trials the low contrast differencewave reliably diverges
from zero substantially later than the high contrast difference wave; its
slope is visibly less steep. We quantified these latency differences using
mass univariate analyses to determine the earliest time point by which
the nogo ERPs and go ERPs diverge from each other (i.e., when the am-
plitude of the N200 difference ERP in each decision condition was reli-
ably larger than zero). This measure was computed separately for
each condition (Fig. 5) and we operationally defined the onset of the
N200 effect as the first time point by which a statistically significant dif-
ference was obtained at a minimum of 15 previous consecutive time
points (60 ms), for at least two pre/frontal electrode sites. On this

http://www.JamesLong.net
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Fig. 4. Differences between go and nogo ERP waveforms reveal a differential delay in access to color knowledge. ERP waveforms averaged across five electrode sites over frontal cortex
(legend in the bottom left corner) for high contrast trials (Panel A), low contrast trials (Panel B), and for nogo–go difference ERPs (N200 effect; Panel C). Note the delay in the low versus
high contrast N200 effect in the color decisions in comparison with the location decisions (yellow shading; panel C).
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analysis, the difference between the onset of a reliable N200 effect in
high contrast color verification trials (332 ms) and low contrast color
verification trials (536 ms) is 204 ms, whereas the difference between
the onsets of high contrast location trials (368 ms) and low contrast lo-
cation trials (408 ms) is 40 ms. Alternate methods of computing these
latencies also yielded a substantially later onset for low contrast color
trials only.

Discussion

We asked people to make property verification judgments for pairs
of written words presented under either normal or low visual contrast
as a means of assessing the differential predictions of amodal versus
grounded views of knowledge representation in the human brain. Half
of the decisions were about the word referent's typical color and half
about its typical location; according to amodal views the nature of the
semantic decision should not interact with the visual contrast of the
written words whereas on grounded views it should. More specifically,
if the visual system plays a functional role in accessing color knowledge
then this should be reflected in the timing of any neural process that re-
lies on decisions that engage those perceptual processes; in the current
experiment, this holds for decisions about an object's color even though
the object is referred to via a monochrome written word, because the
color decision is known to engage brain areas sensitive to visual con-
trast. We inferred the timing of semantic access and decision processes
from the time course of scalp recordedbrain activity—theN200 effect—a
difference between the brain's response to the words on go trials (for
valid object properties) and nogo trials (for invalid object properties).

The results were clear. Access to knowledge about an object's typical
location was delayed by about 50 ms when the words were presented
under low visual contrast, reflecting the 50 ms delay in the early visual
potentials evoked by those words. This result is consistent with both
amodal and grounded views. Access to object knowledge of the
referent's typical color, however, was approximately 150 ms later
when the word pairs were presented in low visual contrast. This addi-
tional timing difference persisted to a lesser degree in the peak latency
of a later ERP component thought to reflect stimulus evaluation (P3b on
go trials), and in the subsequent behavioral response times for the
(valid) go trials (Fig. 6). The larger timing differences in theN200 effects
compared to the reaction time effects are not without precedent in this
paradigm (Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2002; Schmitt et al., 2000). Our
data indicate a substantial timing difference in semantic access for
color verification in comparison to location verification above and be-
yond the perceptual delay seen in the sensory evoked potentials. This
timing difference between the N200 effects does not appear to be a sim-
ple latency shift in the difference waveform, as is the case in the earlier
P2 component. Rather, the N200 effects appear to be characterized by
different slopes, which may reflect differences in the rate of accumula-
tion of evidence for the semantic decisions. Critically, whatever neural
mechanisms underlie these timing differences, this specific pattern of
timing differences uniquely supports grounded views of knowledge
representation.

Amodal memory systems are, by definition, insensitive to purely
perceptual stimulus properties and thus should not be affected by visual
contrast. Low versus normal visual contrast should not interact differen-
tially with the time it takes to access different kinds of knowledge (e.g.,
location vs. color) from an amodal memory system. However, we show
that it does and in a way that recourse to post-access, top-down effects
on perceptual processes from an amodalmemory system cannot readily
explain (see Figs. 1A & B). Instead, our findings indicate a direct func-
tional role of the color processing perceptual system in accessing color
knowledge from memory—the very challenge posed against any
grounded account and met by these data.

Importantly, we can rule out potential stimulus or task-related con-
founds. Our participants were equally accurate in their location and
color decisions regardless of visual contrast. Locationwordswere longer
on average than color words, and the set size of the locations was twice
that of the colors. If these stimulus differences influenced our results,
they should haveworked against ourfinding of longer nogoN200 laten-
cies and response times for color relative to location decisions. The
number of letters that can be decoded in a single fixation is known to
decrease with decreasing visual contrast (Legge et al., 1997), and in-
creasing set size typically slows decision latencies. Moreover, a post-
access mental imagery account is further incompatible with the timing
of the N200 effect which is visible by 300ms for the high contrast color
decisions—before the documented 500 to 800 ms time window in ERP
studies of mental imagery generation (Gullick et al., 2013; West and
Holcomb, 2000).

Our results are consistent with direct functional overlap (but not
necessarily neuroanatomical overlap) between the processes of visual
word form analysis, color perception, and conceptual access to color
knowledge. Functional overlap among grapheme-sensitive, color-
sensitive, and contrast-sensitive regions of the ventral temporal lobe is
supported by experiments with grapheme–color synesthetes who ex-
perience monochromatic graphemes in specific colors, and for whom
the strength of experienced color intensity monotonically decreases
with decreasing visual contrast (Hubbard et al., 2006). Grapheme–
color synesthetes exhibit greater structural connectivity and gray
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Fig. 5. The N200 ERP effect is substantiallymore delayed by low contrast text for color decisions versus location decisions. Raster plots (outer four plots) show the results of repeatedmea-
sures t-tests computedat every time point between100 and600ms at 11 frontal andprefrontal scalp sites. t-Tests that are statistically significant at an FDR level of 0.05 are shaded inblack.
Laterality (left, middle, right) is represented by the top,middle, and bottom sections of each raster plot. The onset of a reliable N200 effect is defined here as thefirst time point afterwhich
statistically significant t-tests occur for fifteen ormore consecutive time points (60mswindow) at two ormore electrode sites, and is depicted by the border between the shaded and non-
shaded halves of each raster plot. Black “bar-bells” visible between the high and low contrast plots depict the difference inmilliseconds between low and high contrast trials for the color
decisions (left side; 204 ms) and location decisions (right side; 40 ms). Scalp maps (inner four plots) show spherical spline interpolated distributions of the grand average nogo–go ERP
difference (N200 effect) between 300 and 400ms. By this latency the frontally-distributed N200 effect is visible for both decision types under high contrast, but for location decisions only
under low contrast.
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matter volume in inferior temporal regions involved in visual word
form and color perception (Rouw and Scholte, 2007; Weiss and Fink,
2009), consistent with hyper-connectivity between these visual regions
during grapheme perception (Brang et al., 2010; Ramachandran and
Hubbard, 2001). An exciting future prospect would be to examine graph-
eme–color synesthetes with the current design. Synesthetes could be ex-
pected to incur an additional delay in accessing color knowledge beyond
the delay reported here, due to additional interference from
synesthetically-experienced colors of monochromatic graphemes.

An important question raised by our results is why access to location
knowledge did not incur any additional delay beyond the perceptual
delay indexed by early visually-evoked waveforms. One possibility is
that there is functional overlap between color perception and access
to color knowledge, but not between other kinds of visual perceptual
processes and the processes involved in accessing location knowledge.
In this case, access to location knowledge could involve aspects of the vi-
sual system not sensitive to our contrast manipulation. Another possi-
bility is that access to knowledge about an object's typical location
exclusively involves an amodal memory system, in which case no per-
ceptual manipulation could influence the time course of memory access
beyond a perceptual delay. It is important to note that we are not argu-
ing that all conceptual knowledge is represented and accessed in a
grounded fashion; it remains to be seen what knowledge, and under
what circumstances, fits this description.
Finally, we speculate that a neural mechanism for the present result
could be temporal coding by response latency. At the single neuron
level, response latency refers to the timing of spikes relative to stimulus
onset. Studies of themacaque visual systemhave shown that decreasing
visual contrast causes an increasing delay in neural response latency,
and that the delay becomes progressively longer in higher-order
(more anterior) visual areas (Oram et al., 2002). An intriguing possibil-
ity awaiting further study is that increasing perceptual difficulty (e.g.,
decreasing visual contrast) delays the firing onset of neurons that play
a functional role both in visual perception and in access to visual
knowledge.

In conclusion, we used visual contrast—a manipulation to which
amodal memory stores are immune but visual perceptual processes
are sensitive—to show that the visual processing system plays a direct
functional role in accessing conceptual knowledge about a referent
object's color from a monochromatic word. Our results unequivocally
support grounded views of knowledge representation and undermine
strict amodal views. It seems then that deciding that limes are green
(i.e., theword “green” appropriately describes theword “lime”) directly
involves the visuo-perceptual systemwithwhich the greenness of limes
is perceptually experienced. Is that perceptual activation a prerequisite
for understanding the word “lime”, even if that knowledge was gained
secondhand, e.g., from a book? We cannot yet be sure, but moving for-
ward it will be important to determine the boundary conditions of
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Fig. 6. Differentially delayed access to color knowledge persists from a relatively early
marker of semantic to behavior. Visual perception is operationalized as the peak latency
of the visual P2 component during go trials, and is delayed by a constant amount in all
low contrast trials. An upper bound of semantic access is operationalized as the onset of
a significant N200 ERP effect (see Fig. 5), and is delayed in all low contrast trials, but addi-
tionally delayed for color decisions. The differential delay persists for several hundredmil-
liseconds and is also visible in the peak latency of the P3 ERP component on go trials
(stimulus evaluation) and the mean response times for go trials (behavior).
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groundedmemory access in the visual systemand other sensory,motor,
and affective systems, as well as their roles in language comprehension.
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